Climbing MountHope
Kimberly Bloom of Short Hills, New Jersey,
(she’s in the white baseball cap, left) was one
of 11 breast cancer survivors who hiked and
biked across New Zealand’s South Island
backcountry earlier this year to raise money
for breast cancer research. The trip was
organized by Amazon Heart Expedition,
a group founded by two breast cancer
survivors. Read along as Kim celebrates
her recovery—one step at a time.
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Here I am at the airport in New York City.
Bags are checked and my backpack is at my feet.
I’m headed to Los Angeles, then it’s to Auckland
and Christchurch, my destination. It was tough to
say goodbye to my little Ethan. I just hugged him
tight and took in that wonderful baby smell as the
tears ran down my cheeks. My husband, Bill, was
chuckling: “It’s only a week. We’ll be ﬁne. Don’t
worry.” He was right.
So much has happened since the day I was
diagnosed (July 11, 2002). I was 39 and Bill and I were
undergoing infertility treatment. It was supposed to
be a routine biopsy. There was a tumor in my right
breast that had spread to six lymph nodes. I can still
hear my surgeon telling me the news. My ﬁrst thought
was, Will I live? Then, Will I ever have a baby?
I’ve been looking forward to this trip and am
overwhelmed with emotion. The outpouring of
support from friends, family, and college and grad
school classmates has been tremendous. Donations [to
Amazon Heart, which helps fund this trip] and lots of
wonderful messages are still coming in: “I knew you’d
work to try to make a difference,” “Ethan will be so
proud of you.” I feel so lucky to have these people in my
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life . . . so lucky to have a beautiful baby boy (through
medical advances, a surrogate, and egg donor) . . . so
lucky to be alive.
On the plane I watched a movie that was supposed to
be a comedy, but one of the main characters was dying
of breast cancer after a recurrence. Why do so many
women have to die of this disease? The fear envelopes
me as it often does—Will I be OK? Did I get the right
treatment? Am I doing everything I can to be healthy? I was
healthy and ﬁt before breast cancer. I gained weight
during treatment—from the medications and from
depression leading to emotional overeating. Treatment
put me into premature menopause, making it even
more difﬁcult to lose weight. I need to get back into
shape, return to running, biking, and hiking. All the
things I so loved to do. Women tell me that the fear
will fade over time. I hope so.

Day One

We all meet for the ﬁrst time and we hug. We’re all
so happy to be there. I’m the ﬁrst to start crying (as
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Kim stops
during her
warm-up hike
to take in the
breathtaking
scenery
overlooking
Lyttleton
Harbor.
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always). After the two founders, Megan Dwyer and
Meredith Campbell, review our trek plans, we go
around the room and talk about why we’re here. There
is not a dry eye. Everyone says cancer has changed her
life in some way. Made her view things differently. Some
are angry. Some are at peace. Most are thankful.
There are 11 women on this trip; three Americans,
one Canadian, and seven Australians. In addition to the
founders, there are Anna; Carla; Cathy, aka “Fearless;”
Ilana; Peterke, or “Pete” as she is called; Rosy; Sue;
Susan; and me.
Two women, Anna and Ilana, have suffered
recurrences and have metastatic cancer. Anna, 44, was
given three years to live and almost ﬁve years later is
still going strong! Rosy, 38, surprises us with the news
that she is 14 weeks pregnant. Susan, 57, talks about how
folks at home didn’t think she’d be able to accomplish
this trek and how she was going to prove them
wrong. They’re strong, loving, caring, accomplished,
fun women, and we have an instant camaraderie.
They understand.
We head out together and walk a few blocks to a
great pizza spot. We grab a long wooden table, order a
bunch of pizzas and some wine and continue to get to
know each other. It’s going to be a great week.
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Day 2

The skies are overcast today and the air is chilly. We
are all hoping for sun. A few of us get nervous that our
clothes are not warm enough and we make a mad dash
to an outdoor gear shop. (I can’t help myself when I
ﬁnd a great little infant blue ﬂeece vest for Ethan that
I must have. Very cute.)
When the bus arrives, we meet Geoff, our guide and
the head of Adventure South, Amazon Heart’s partner
on this trek. He’s terriﬁc—totally engaged in our
experience, informative, patient, and funny. We “warm
up” with a 90-minute hike along a well-formed path
that weaves along an old volcanic core. The hillsides
overlooking Lyttleton Harbor and across Canterbury
plains are stunning—covered with sheep and the
tussock grass. (They say there are 10 times as many
sheep in New Zealand as people.) Later, back on the bus
we all chat and share pictures of our families. Rosy has
an ultrasound picture of her baby. She and I talk about
how when we were diagnosed, we were afraid that we
would never be able to have children—something we
both wanted so much.
We arrive at Rangitata Lodge, our base for the
night. One of the rooms holds ﬁve of us. My
bunk is on top. I think the last time I was in a
bunk was in Girl Scouts! We relax a bit and
then eat a barbecue dinner on picnic tables
out on the deck with a beautiful view. We
get a brieﬁng on the trek and meet our
other three guides: Southy, our backcountry
expert; Mark, our paramedic; and Kathy,
our chef. They are all great, telling us how
happy they are to be part of such a special
experience with us! After a tasty dinner
and more great conversation, we head to
bed to rest up for whatever tomorrow will
hold. Everyone is thrilled to be here and to
have bonded so quickly. Amazing women.
Amazing experience. Spectacular terrain.
Great conversations. Lots of tears. It is
really an indescribable trip already. I’m
honored and humbled to be here.

“Are�we rea�y�going up �is?”

Day 3

As we begin hiking we can see one of the ﬁlming
locations for the Lord of the Rings movies. It’s where
they shot scenes set in Edoras, the capital city of Rohan
in the trilogy. Gazing across the spectacular terrain,
you can picture the majestic castle. I can’t wait to see
the movie to see if I can identify the key locations.
The hiking starts with gradual gains in height. I ﬁnd
myself lost in my own thoughts. It’s very therapeutic,
almost meditative, as I fall into a rhythm with each
step, watching where I place each boot, swinging and
placing my trekking pole, over and over again. We
are not walking on any trail or path, just ﬁnding our
own way through the ﬂowing tussock grasses, some
of which are more than waist high. As I walk along, I
think about Ethan and how much I love him and miss
rocking him to sleep at night. I think about Bill and

how much we have been through together—how our
lives were so simple and carefree when we met and how
we’ve struggled through my illness. He was by my side
for every appointment and chemotherapy treatment.
I also think about how he often can’t understand my
sadness. He doesn’t understand the fear, the anxiety,
the depression. Our relationship has suffered through
this ordeal and hopefully will emerge stronger. I also
think about my mother-in-law, Jane, who lost her battle
with breast cancer in December. Breast cancer that had
recurred after eight years! She wanted so much to be
a grandmother, but only had a few months to spend
with Ethan.
As the steepness increases we zigzag like ducks in a
row, chatting and joking, stopping to catch our breath
along the way. We make it up and are rewarded with
dramatic views of the mountains in all directions. I

The gang takes
a well-deserved
rest on top of
Bullock Bow
saddle. Sitting,
from left, are
“Pete,” Meredith,
Rosy, “Fearless,”
Kim. and Megan.
Standing behind
them, from the
left are Sue,
Susan, and Carla.
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WHAT IF BREAST CANCER WAS JUST THE
START OF AN INCREDIBLE JOURNEY?

Kim, Anna,
“Fearless,”
and “Pete” try
to stay warm
camped around
Royal Hut
the morning
before the hike
up to Mount
Hope. The
temperature
the night
before dipped
to 23 degrees.
“Whoa! I wasn’t
expecting such
cold!” Kim
writes.

am reminded of when I ran my ﬁrst marathon
in 1991. When I hit hills and started to get anxious,
I would just focus on my feet, one step at a time, and
would make it up and over no problem. I am also
reminded of conversations with these women about
making it through chemotherapy—just one day at a
time. At some point, we come upon an old farm track
and follow it down to Moonlight Creek, where we stop
for lunch.
Hours later, we arrive at Felt Hut, set in a small
clearing surrounded by trees. We put up the tents
in a drizzle. Dinner is a lovely venison stew with an
especially welcome glass of New Zealand red wine.
We can’t believe that we are eating like this in the
backcountry. There are toasts and cheers all around.

Day 4

The trail today is challenging—very steep—but the
incredible views, fresh air, and that great feeling you
get when your muscles are working hard makes every
step worthwhile. We hike over dirt trails, rock ﬁelds,
and grass. We climb 2,000 feet to Bullock Bow saddle
and enter the upper Bush Stream basin. We look across
hills, mountains, streams, lakes, and valleys to snowcapped peaks in the distance. The New Zealand army
uses this climb for training purposes. Our guides are
impressed with our determination and stamina. I know
I’m more determined to ﬁnd my purpose in life and
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follow my passions. I’ve already given up the highpowered career to stay at home with Ethan. I want to
travel, learn to speak French and Spanish, and ﬁnd a
way to make a difference in the world. After facing
cancer and mortality, everything else seems easy.
We take a break, lounging in tussock grass,
sharing cookies that someone had stashed away.
Mark takes care of anyone who has blistered feet.
Then we begin a slow descent down slopes of loose
shale to the tussock grass ﬂats of Camp Stream. We
follow the stream (stopping to ﬁll our water bottles)
to the site of the historic Royal Hut, where we will
camp for the evening. Surrounding snow-covered
peaks of the Two Thumb Range rise to 6,500
feet. Another unbelievably gorgeous spot. The
tents go up quickly, the guides start cooking dinner,
and we all enjoy a hot cup of tea while unpacking our
gear. Everyone is tired but happy, contemplative about
the day. Anna, Rosy, and I wander around outside
the hut, taking pictures. We have another delightful
dinner—salmon with peppers. Fearless introduces
our group mascot (an Amazon Heart tradition). He
is an adorable, cuddly, stuffed sheep. We name him
“Tussock” in honor of this beautiful and challenging
New Zealand land. Everyone signs him. He’ll go home
with the person who needs him most and will travel
wherever he is needed over time.

Day 5

It was a really, really, really cold night. There is ice
on the tent. A steaming cup of coffee tastes especially
good this morning. We eat a hearty breakfast to
prepare for our summit of Mt. Hope. As I pack my bag
I am struck by the fact that it doesn’t seem that tough
to tackle a mountain after tackling cancer, and then
the familiar anxiety washes over me. But I focus on
the courage of Anna and Ilana. They faced metastatic
cancer and didn’t let it stop them from living—or
enjoying their lives.
We pack up and begin our trek to the summit. We
cross numerous streams and avoid many ruts and pits
that could easily sprain an ankle. You hear “careful
here,” “deep hole,” and “uneven ground,” along the

That’s the tag line of Amazon Heart, a nonproﬁt adventure
travel group that sponsored Kimberly Bloom’s trip for this story.
Amazon Heart is for breast cancer survivors and was founded
in 2004 by survivors Megan Dwyer and Meredith Campbell.
Both women were diagnosed in their 30s and wanted to create
peer support for women with breast cancer, especially younger
women. The duo wrote the book, Amazon Heart—Coping With
Breast Cancer Warrior Princess Style. For information about the
book and upcoming trips, visit www.amazonheart.org.

women from different places and different stages
of life, yet so similar. Everyone pushed to the limit
to conquer the mountain. What amazing Amazon
women—in heart and spirit. As Megan so aptly
jots in our blog book later, “We came, we saw, we
laughed, we cried, we conquered the mountain
and more.” The summit is all the more poignant
for Rosy as she is four years cancer-free today!

Day 6

way. As we climb
to the broad summit ridge,
we are rewarded with the most breathtaking views
yet—down to Lake Tekapo and across to the Southern
Alps and the prominent east face of Mount Cook.
Walking along the ridgeline is awesome with
beautiful views, including the top of Mount
Hope. I am at the back of the pack because I
can’t stop taking pictures! The wind is blowing
and it is much colder along the ridgeline so I
put up my hood, zip my coat closed tighter,
and pull on some gloves. The scene is
so mesmerizing.
Finally, we summit Mount Hope at 6,850
feet—what a triumphant reward. It takes six
hours to reach the top and everyone stands
together. We hug and cry and shout with glee.
We made it! Many of us wave bras in the air
(we packed an extra one in our backpack at
someone’s suggestion this morning). It feels so
good, no, it feels GREAT to be here. Eleven

We sleep in (yippee!) and have a late breakfast.
It feels good to lounge around a bit. And the
views here are breathtaking. I notice as I put
my hiking shoes on that the soles have ripped.
Luckily, I have a spare pair. We’re headed
back to civilization. I’m sad to leave this
beautiful, untouched backcountry. It has been amazing
to be so far from the hustle and bustle of my daily life,
living in northern New Jersey outside of Manhattan. I
know I’ll be questioning where and how I’m living my
life after this amazing time.
I am more quiet today. Thoughtful.

(Left) Kim
triumphantly
waves her bra
as she reaches
the top of Mount
Hope. Some
women had
packed an extra
one in their bag
before they set
off. (Below) The
team takes a
ﬁnal rest before
reaching the
summit. Kim is on
the right with her
hood up.
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PLAN YOUR
OWN ADVENTURE

read some notes I had jotted down when ﬁrst diagnosed.
I found them when I was looking for a journal to write
in during this trip: “Why me? How can I have cancer?
What did I do wrong? I’m too young. So much to do. What
did I do wrong? Too much stress? Is it my fault? Will I ever
be the same? Will I be happy? ”
I thank them for sharing with me how they “live
their lives now” and for inspiring me to appreciate each
moment. We know we’ll all keep in touch and that we
share a special bond from our cancer experience and
our adventure here. These women have no limits in
what they can accomplish.
Back in Christchurch, I see Bill and Ethan waiting
and I run off the bus into the hotel lobby. Ethan has a
big grin on his face and is so cuddly when I hug him.
Bill has tears in his eyes as I introduce him to everyone.
And I tell Ethan that he has 10 new aunties! We take
pictures of Ethan with each new aunt. He is full of
smiles for everyone and lots of hugs for Mommy!

After the hike
(and some rest),
the women
jumped on
mountain bikes
and pedaled
into the town
of Fairlie. “It
just feels great,”
Kim wrote in
her journal,
“the views, the
breeze, and
feeling those
leg muscles!”
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It has been an exhausting experience both physically
and psychologically. Bringing back and discussing
all those memories of life before cancer, and the
memories of diagnosis, treatment, and trying to ﬁnd
a new balance in life has been emotionally taxing. I
remembered living through the nausea, constipation,
body aches, low blood counts, taste perversion,
mouth sores, and headaches. The premature
menopause and irreversible infertility. And how Bill
shaved my head so I wouldn’t have to wake up to
clumps of hair on my pillow. I felt so glad to have made
it through everything.
I’m in the front of the group as we reach the
entrance to Mount Gerald station and I see our vehicles
waiting. I start to cry. I can’t help it. It has been so
invigorating to breathe the fresh mountain air, gaze
out at the spectacular views, be mesmerized by the
dramatic star-ﬁlled sky each night, drink water right
from the streams, feel the muscles in my body again,
and live more simply this past week. I’m excited about
seeing Bill and Ethan, who will be meeting me back in
Christchurch to spend a few weeks together touring
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New Zealand, but I am sad to leave these women.
Together, the group has a ﬁnal celebratory dinner at
a restaurant in the village. Our guides are as emotional
as we are and give us beautiful photo books of New
Zealand, which they had personalized with messages.

Day 7

We load the bus to ride to the starting point for our
cycling trip. We get bikes and helmets and make sure
everything is adjusted properly before heading out
across the countryside. This trip has really motivated
me to get back to being more active and spending
more time outdoors. We ride up and down rolling hills
and past grazing sheep. We make our way along the
relatively ﬂat ride over Burke’s Pass and down into the
town of Fairlie. As each woman comes into town, we
all yell, “We did it!” We conquered the mountain and
we conquered the cancer. We came together to try to
make a difference for ourselves and others.
The bus ride back to Christchurch is emotional as
Megan and Meredith ask us all to share our feelings
about the trip and heading back to the “real world.” I

P.S. When I returned home I learned I had reached my
fund-raising goal of $10,000. I am so grateful to my Oberlin
and Wharton classmates, friends, colleagues, and family for
supporting my efforts. Amazon Heart is a truly wonderful
organization. This trip was amazing, and I hope my fundraising efforts together with our team’s efforts can help to
make a difference in what Amazon Heart can accomplish
for other women around the world.

Learn a new skill and make lifelong friends on an
outdoor adventure trip designed just for breast
cancer survivors. Options are plentiful, from
climbing to more relaxing escapes. Many events
also are open to supporters. Here are just several
that we found:

CLIMB AGAINST THE ODDS AND
BIKE AGAINST THE ODDS
The Breast Cancer Fund, which focuses on the
environmental factors behind breast cancer,
organizes both events. The 2007 climb tackles
Mount Rainier in Washington and bicycling
participants can choose from routes ranging
from a 12-mile ride to a combined 65 miles of
biking and 6,500 feet of climbing. Both events
raise money for the fund’s research. For more
information, visit www.breastcancerfund.org.

INFINITE BOUNDARIES

Kim, Ethan, and
Bill on a tour
boat in Milford
Sound after
the trek ended.
They stayed in
New Zealand
for a family
vacation.

This four-day retreat, sponsored by the Breast
Cancer Recovery Foundation, is designed by
breast cancer survivors. Each retreat features
a mixture of healing approaches: discussions
on sensitive topics, creative arts, and outdoor
recreation. Most retreats take place on Madeline
Island, Wisconsin, a beautiful 14-mile-long
island in Lake Superior. The foundation is
committed to making the retreat affordable
to any woman who wants to attend, offering
reduced fees and scholarships. To learn more,
visit www.bcrf.org.

THE CLIMB TO FIGHT
BREAST CANCER
This annual event spans the globe and you don’t
even want to think about signing up unless
you are in top physical shape. This year, hikers
traveled as far as Russia’s Mount Elbrus (18,510
feet) and Mount Kilimanjaro (19,340 feet) in
Tanzania, Africa. Funds raised by the climbers go
to breast cancer research at the Fred Hutchinson
Cancer Research Center in Seattle. The center is
a nonproﬁt biomedical-research institution and
is one of 39 National Cancer Institute-designated
comprehensive cancer centers nationwide. For
information on 2007 climbs, visit www
.fhcrc.org/about/ne/events/climb/.

CASTING FOR RECOVERY
This group provides dozens of ﬂy ﬁshing
retreats across the United States. Lodging,
meals, and professional instruction are free
for survivors. The idea is the brainchild of
a breast reconstructive surgeon and a ﬂyﬁshing instructor for the Orvis Co. The theory:
The dynamics of ﬂy ﬁshing provide a healing
connection to the natural world and promote a
sense of calm. For more information visit www
.castingforrecovery.org.
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